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Corvallis Friends Meeting has experienced changes and challenges over the past year. 

Long time members Mary Jane Gray and Tom Scroggins died in January. We recently 

learned of the death of Debby Livingston last September We held memorial meetings 

last summer for two other longtime members, Ruth McNeill and Jim Kimball. 

One very active Friend decided to disconnect from involvement in the Meeting. A few 

others are dealing with personal life challenges which have limited their involvement in 

the Meeting. 

We started holding Meeting for Worship in the Meetinghouse—with the understanding 

that attendees wear masks and have been vaccinated. We have continued with online 

Meetings for Worship at the same time. We acquired and installed video equipment in 

the Meeting room and we have begun holding hybrid meetings for worship—currently 

twice a month. Several times we have had difficulties with the technology for hybrid 

meetings. Some Friends do not want to attend hybrid meetings. Others feel all of our 

Meetings should be hybrid. This is a challenge we will continue to work with.  

Because of the shift, some online attenders have felt the Meeting is experiencing a 

split—which is painful. Some Friends who’ve been regulars at online worship live too far 

away to come in person. Some have health issues that prevent in-person attendance.   

In addition to online and in person worship, the active early Sunday morning walking 

meeting continues. It has developed its own character. The worship and sharing there is 

very meaningful. We are holding a monthly outdoor potluck between the walk and the 

settling of indoor Meeting for Worship.  

A small group of Friends has also gathered for decades to worship at the Meetinghouse 

on Wednesday evenings. 

The Meeting has held one welcoming conversation via Zoom for attenders who consider 

themselves new to the Meeting.  Additional meetings are planned.   

Our religious education committee renamed itself Spiritual Exploring and Engagement 

Kommittee –SEEK! Friends have gathered online to learn about and discuss and share 

what brings them joy; spiritual gifts; FCNL priorities; race, culture and equity; and other 

topics. Last year, Friends finished a month's long discussion group of My 

Grandmother's Hands. Some Friends have also participated in the Fit for Freedom, Not 

for Friendship reading group. 

Many Friends gathered over several years to share about various issues and 

challenges as a “Third Age Group” (which was open to any age participant). Having 

found a culmination, it is not currently meeting. 

We have seven children connected to the Meeting. We haven’t maintained a regular 

children’s program but children have participated in some walks and in shopping for 

gifts for a local Christmas Giving Tree. Recently some have attended Sunday morning 

in-person Meeting and are planning future activities. 



Corvallis Friends are taking steps to engage in a unified social action effort. Several 

threshing sessions have yet to lead to a decision. We remain committed to increasing 

our donations to various causes and organizations each year. We also approved our 

Meeting acting as a fiscal agent for a program (that some of our members are actively 

involved in) that is filling propane tanks for homeless campers. 

An enthusiastic and knowledgeable new attender planned some improvements to our 

meetinghouse grounds to make them lower maintenance and more drought resistant 

and to pave a path from our accessible parking spot into the Meetinghouse. This work is 

in progress. 

 

 


